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The de1ta of the Yukon and Kuskokwim {Y-K) Rivers was described in 

1951 as America's greatest goose-brant nesting area (Spencer et al. 

1951). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service {USFWS) began systematic 

surveys of waterfowl on the Y-K Delta in 1956. J. G. King described his 

first inventory experiences as follows: "In the earlier years the air 

was so full of flying geese that as one cruised across at 100 feet there 

was fear of a strike ••• The whole scene was overwhelming" (King and 

Conant 1983). 

By the early 1970's, E. J. O'Neill (USFWS) voiceq concern about 

declining numbers of geese stopping at Klamath Basin National Wildlife 

Refuges (NWR) during autumn migration in northern California. ln 1979~ ' 

pul:>lications revealed art alarming. decline of cackling Canada geese 

tar""anta. canadensis minima) and Pacific wnite-fronted geese (~ 

alD'tfrons frontalis) wnicn nest on the Y'-K Delta and winter in California· 

(O'Neill 1979, Tinun and Dau 1979). King and Conant (1983) were recording 

only 1/10 to 1/3 the numbers of geese in the 1980's compared to the late 

1950's. 

In 1951, Spencer et al. did not believe that hunting on the Y-K 

Delta had an adverse impact on total bird production, but that there was 

a depressing effect around villages. By the mid-1960's it was recognized 
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that the r-K Delta supported the largest concentration of Eskimo people 

in the world and that their annual rate of increase was one of the most 

rap1d 1n the world {Klein 1966). Estimated harvest of geese- by these 

people was about 83.000 {of 5 species} including as much as 15 percent of 

the spr1ng populat1ons of cack11ng and white-fronted geese {Klein 1966). 

Timm and Dau (1979) concluded that the year-around kill of white-fronted 

geese far exceeded that necessary for a stable population and they urged 

better rapport between Y-K Delta residents and management agencies. Last 

year~·otr-ector"' of the USFWS. R". A. Jantzen {1983) acknowledged that 

subsistence huntfng by natives and a diminished populat1on of cackling 

geese were major problems. 

What has happened? The objectives of this paper are to: a) 

summarize data on goose populations; b) describe actions taken and their 

effects on goose populations; c) explore some difficulties and 

misunderstandings between native hunters and sport hunters; d) make 

recommendations for data gathering, education, and decision-making. 

STATUS OF GOOSE POPULATIONS 

Geese Which Nest on the Outer Y-K Delta 

The outer fringe of the Y-K Delta is the major nesting range for 

four populations of geese (Table 1). Nearly all cackling geese and 

Pacific Flyway white-fronted geese winter in California (Nelson and 

Hansen 1959, Miller et al. 1968, Lensink 1969, King and Lensink 1971). 

In the 1960's, peak numbers of white-fronted and cackling geese monitored 

at their major autumn concentration area in the Klamath Basin of 

California exceeded 450,000 and 350,000, respectively (Fig. 1). Since 

1979, numbers of white-fronted geese averaged 81,000 and numbers of 
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cackling geese averaged 69,000. Cackling geese declined to 36,000 in 

1982 and to 26,000 in 1983 (Appendix)o 

Up to SO percent of the black brant (Branta bernicla nigricans) 

which winter along the Pacific Coast of North America (nearly all in 

Mexico) originate from the outer Y-K Delta (Tech. Comm. Pacific Flyway 

Council 1978}. J. S. King (in Bell rose 1976:173) estimated the late 

summer population of brant on the Y-K Delta in 1968 at approximately 

150.000. The Technical Committee of the Pacific Flyway Council (1978) 

management plan for brant propose6 that hunting seasons be closed if the 

T-ye~u·. moving 'eveY.:age.:w-tnter populatfon size falls below 120,000 geese. 

The current 3-year {1982-84) average is 121,000 and has declined steadily 

from the 1979-1981 ·average of 157,000. : 

ltt~:Unstnt:"-tl97l.f"est1matect the autumn population of entporer 

geese.. at about.lSCt .. OOO in the 1960's.. Inventories along the Alaska 
... ~.·- ... - "/ ,- * - -~ 

pen1ns"la suggest a decline of emperor geese by as much or more than 34 

percent between the 1960's ana 1981 {Petersen and Gill 1982}. 

Geese Which' Nest-Elsewhere 1n Alaslca·, 

Two small populations of geese nest away from the Y-K Delta and 

winter in California (Table 1). The Aleutian Canada goose (!. £· 

leucopareia) was almost extirpated by introduction of arctic foxes 

{Alopex lagopus) (Jones 1963, Springer et al. 1978). Numbers of these 

geese have increased 240 percent from 790 in spring 1975 to 2,700 in 

spring 1982 (Springer et al. 1978. Woolington et al. 1979. Pomeroy and 

Springer 19R2). The tule white-fronted goose (Anser albifrons elgasi, 

following the taxonomy of Delacour and Ripley 1975), is a distinct race 

(Krogman 1979) which nests in a restricted range in Cook Inlet, Alaska 
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(Timm et al. 1982) and winters in central California (Bauer 1979, Timm et 

al. 1982). Numbers of tule geese inventoried in California increased 

from about 2,000 to 5,000 between 1978-79 and 1981-82 (Wege 1984). 

Canada geese which nest in interior and northern Alaska [Taverner's 

Canada goose(!·£· taverneri) and lesser's (!· £· parvipes) (e.g., see 

Johnson et al. 1979)] comprise a significant portion of all Canada geese 

which winter in Washington and Oregon (Timm 1974, King and Hodges 1979, 

Parker and McCaughran 1979, Simpson and Jarvis 1979). Numbers of Canada 

geese in W~shington have not varied in a systematic manner between 

1970-74 and 1975-81 [averaging 61,300 ~ 7,900 (S.E.) during 1970-1981, 

calculated from data in Pacific Flyway Representative (PRF) 1983]. In 

Oregon, average numbers of Canada geese rose 47 percent from 71,400 + 

7,600 (S.E.) during 1970-74 to 104,800 ~ 5,700 (S.E.) during 1975-82 (! = 

3.553,! < 0.01) (calculated from data in PFR 1983). 

White-fronted geese (~. !· frontalis) which nest to the interior and 

north of the outer Y-K Delta in Alaska and in the western Canadian arctic 

migrate through the Central Flyway to Texas and Mexico and are classified 

as the western segment of the mid-continent population (Miller et al. 

1968, Lensink 1969). Their numbers have increased over at least the past 

15 years and the spring population now exceeds 240,000 compared to 

40,000-60,000 during the 1960's (Central Flyway Representative 1982, 

Benning 1983). 

HARVEST AND MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN RELATION TO POPULATION STATUS 

I will report here only on those geese which nest on the Y-K Delta as 

they are the populations experiencing declines. 
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~ .!!!.!!!!, .!!!£ Emperor ~ 

Annual sport harvest of brant from Alaska through California has 

averaged 5,570 ~ 1,290 (S.E.) (range 2,250- 15,230) {1971-72 through 

1981-82) which was 4 percent of the average winter population inventoried 

during the same time span (calculated fr~ data in PFR 1983). Total 

harvest of brant in Mexico is unknown but most brant in Mexico are in 

relatively inaccessible locations. The only readily accessible 

population is in San Quintin Bay where hunters killed between 1,740 and 

6,500 brant during the 1974-75 and 1975-76 hunting seasons, respectively 

{Kramer et al. 1979). r--~otrcTcure-~·tnat·sporr ha-rvest alone- could not be . 

-responsible- fo,.-. the- recent- decline of the entire Pacific population of · 

brant;.. · 

Washington and Oregon closed their brant seasons for 1983. 

California closed parts of two bay estuaries to hunting in 1981 and, for 

1983, reduced its bag limit to 3 and changed the dates of its hunting 

season to reduce harvest pressure and shift harvest from adults to 

immatures. Beginning in 1980, Mexico reduced bag limits on brant and 

limited hunting to three days a week. 

;V 

'A!'nuat·· sport· harvest of ·emperor geese fn Alaska ·averaged 1,495,:: 325 · 

(S.E.) (range 307-3,862) during the 1970-82 hunt seasons (calculated from 

USFWS annual reports on harvest and hunter activity -also see Timm 

1974). This harvest is less than two percent of the population and could 

not be responsible for its decline. 

White-fronted.!!!£ Cackling Geese 

-A"jfproX'fniat·eey-:86 -percent of th~ sport harvest of Pac11'1c 

white-fronted geese (Timm and Dau 1979) and 75-89 percent of the sport 
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harvest of cackling geese [Nelson and Hansen 1959, calif. Dept. of Fish 

and Game (CDFG); unpubl. data] occurs in California.. Therefore, I will 

detail here only the data pertaining to California. 

From 1975 to the present, the CDFG has closed three large areas to 

hunting of Canada geese: two counties on the northwest coast for the 

entire season, parts of the Sacramento Valley (SV) from the opening of 

the season in late October or early November until Dec. 15, and parts of 

the San Joaquin Valley (SJV) after Dec. 15. These closures were 

originally intended to benefit the Aleutian Canada goose (see Springer et 

al. 1978), but these actions should have also substantially reduced 

harvest on cackling geese. Closures in the SV reduced the season length 

to 30-35 days in an area from which 28-47 percent of band recoveries 

occurred (Nelson and Hansen 1959, CDFG, unpubl. data). When Aleutian 

Canada geese remained in the SV beyond Dec. 15, the hunting closure was 

extended. In 1982-83, e.g. , the hunting season for Canada geese in the 

SV special zone was only 9 days long. As cackling geese do not arrive in 

the SJV until mid-December, closures in this area, which had accounted 

for 9-16 percent of band recoveries (Nelson and Hansen 1959, CDFG, 

unpubl. data) were tantamount to a cessation of hunting of cackling 

geese. 

Further restrictions on bag limits and seasons for hunting Canada 

and white-fronted geese in the Klamath Basin and Central Valley (CV) were 

instituted in 1979 and have been in place in various forms to the present 

(Table 2). The KB was the location of 16-38 percent of band recoveries 

of cackling geese (Nelson and Hansen 1959, CDFG, unpubl. data). During 

1979 anQ 1980, hunting of white-fronted geese was not allowed in the 
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areas closed for hunting of Canada geese described above. 

The impact of these restrictions can be assessed partially by 

examination of harvest estimates provided by the USFWS and COFG. Hunters 

are asked how many geese they killed but they are not asked to identify 

species. lesser snow geese {~ caerulescens caerulescens) and Ross' 

geese {Anser rossii) are both abundant in California {O'Neill 1979, 

McLandress 1979) and make up large po~ions of the goo~e harvest. 

Therefore, total harvest in relation to restrictions described {Table 3) 

above provides only an index of the impact of these regulations. Note 

that estimates of the absolute numbers of geese killed by hunters differ 

substantially between USFWS and COFG surveys, but that ~oportionate 

declines in kill~ nearly indentical in each survey. Harvest of geese 

in California was greatly reduced {67 percent lower in 1979-82 than in 

1970-74) and, although numbers of hunters also declined greatly, the kill 

per hunter was reduced. 

Since different subspecies of Canada geese are not identified in 

USFWS species composition surveys, estimates of harvest of Canada geese 

cannot be applied to cackling geese. However, subspecies of Canada geese 

are identified at hunter-check stations on federal and state managed 

areas in the KB and CV. Harvest of cackling geese was reduced 78 percent 

in the CV after 1975 and reduced 51 percent in the KB after 1979 {Table 

4). 

The impact of changing hunting restrictions in California on total 

harvest of cackling geese can be estimated by applying the data of Table 

4 to the distribution of harvest in the state based on recoveries of 

geese ba~ded in Alaska which were nearly equally divided between the KB 

N 
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and CV {Nelson and Hansen 1959). Total harvest of cackling geese in 

California was reduced by 39 percent due to area closures in the CV and 

65 percent when these closures were combined with bag limit restrictions 

in the KB and CV {Table 5). These estimates assume that compliance of 

hunters on private areas was the same as on agency managed hunting 

grounds. 

Kill of white-fronted geese in California can be calculated using 

the USFWS species composition survey data (estimates in PFR 1983). 

Harvest during 1970-78 averaged 42,700 ~ 4,160 (S.E.) and was reduced 59 

percent during 1979-82 to an average of 17,500! 3,090 (S.E.) ~ • 2.32, 

f < 0.05). Reduction of harvest on managed areas was also greatly 

reduced (Table 6) and these data can be used to approximate the reduction 

of harvest in the state (Table 7) using the procedure defined above for 

cackling geese. The close agreement between the estimated reduction in 

harvest from kill and species composition surveys (59 percent) and that 

provided by use of data from managed areas in conjunction with 

distribution data from band recoveries (Table 7, 57 percent) suggests 

that hunters on private lands behaved as those on managed areas. 

Other Research on W~ite-fronted and Cackling Geese 

Research has not indicated that factors other than harvest were 

instrumental in the decline of cackling and white-fronted geese. Over 

1600 whitefronts were marked with neck-bands between 1979-1981 and over 

1400 cackling geese were neck-banded during 1982-83 to allow for more 

intensive study of the timing of their migrations, distribution during · 

winter and mortality (Ely and Raveling 1980, 1981, 1982; Johnson and 

Ravelin9 1983). While analyses are yet incomplete, these studies have 
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not revealed that changes in migration pattern could account for declines 

of the magnitude observed. Levels of contamination with toxic materials 

are far below that presently known to be deleterious (Anderson et al. 

1984). Age-ratios of geese trapped or observed at KB in autumn (CDFG, 

USFWS, unpubl. data) do not indicate problems with production of young. 

No known die-offs due to disease or starvation have occurred with the 

consistency or magnitude necessary to account for the long-term 

population declines. :wttrr;~osi"-iif''wetland habitat and chan.ges in 

··agricultural patterns· and intensity continue in california, it is my 

judgment~that'avatlable·areas anct food ·supplies used by the geese are 

morl' than adequate ta .. sustairr mucl't larger populations •. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

.... excessi-ve for· aTr geese-and· alarnring ly so. when c.CXDbi ned with harvest in 

-carlfornfa .. ,: 11f11-n: comlatecf-w'fftt-a-42 ·pereent increase in ·the human 

.. populatioJT of coastal Y"-1<. Delt• villages .. between 1960. and 1980 (Copp and 

Sm1th .. i98i)rinefrapid -advances.'"fn availability of modem technology. 

loata are from: Kwigillinok, Kipnuk, Chefornak, Nightmiute, 

Tununak, Newtok, Hooper Bay, Chevak, Scammon Bay, Sheldon's Point, 

Alakanuk, Emmonak, Kotlik, Stebbins, St. Michael (1960 population = 

3,500; 1980 population • 4,985; the human population of the entire Delta 

increased 67~ from ca. 9,000 to > 15,000; geese are also killed in other 

villages and by people who travel to the coast from more interior 

locations, especially Bethel. 
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In the 1950's many people on the Y-K Delta still lived in sod houses and 

used kayaks and even a or.e h.p. motor was a luxury (Peterson and Fisher 

1955:372, 378. 380). Dog teams were a major means of travel for the 

spring goose hunt in the 1960's (Klein 1966). By 1972, about 2,000 boxes 

of shotgun shells were sold in one village of about 550-600 people 

(D. Eisenhauer in Timrn and Dau 1979:288). Boats now commonly have motors 

of 25-75+ h.p. (often twin engines). Most families now have a snow

machine whereas they were a relatively scarce luxury in the mid-1970's 

(personal observation). This technology enables even short-term hunts to 

commonly exceed 20 miles in distance from villages (Copp and Garrett 

1983). 

Tftfs~"'iJ.. nate to sug~St--that 'the dramat1c declines of white-fronted 

amt·-c:ackltn~ geese.. were· due·--sctely· tG. harvest by native peoples. The 

·rarge-Sea-le;-·reciuctions.: ·in· harvest--ln Cal1fom1a are less than the 
- ,.,~. "-~· .. ·-·· ... ~ 

reductions'" th~ s1ze·of·th~populat1ons. Therefore. even th1s reduced 
·-· . . . . 

harvest' 1n C'al1fornfa may be more- adversely affecting these populations 

· than & fe•·year& ago becaus~ of the greatly d1m1n1shed numbers of these 

geese. Ho;,e~ef..: .. the:·fact ttiit brant and emperor geese have also declined 

sug.geas;.uas;.:~:bl'~ltil'ttwrtnemservas:··fs· extesstve• anct when:-:

combined' wfth harvest. 'in CaT1forn1a·1s near- catastrophic. 

Thts::sttuatfo,. has·e~~tect frustration .,o,. managers because: a) 

usefttl· data' em· k'tH of geese by nattves- are· meagre· so that judgments on 

·impact are~ 1nferential and b1olog1sts cannot make mean1ng.ful analyses of' 

harvest.,:in:· relatton to population· s1ze; b) cultural differences betweent 

natfve.'anct·nono.nathe groups contribute to m1sunderstandings, lack of ' 

action qr agreement on eourses of action; c) California hunters feel 
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they have made sacrifices without corr-esponding efforts by other users;. 

d) resource-agencies in Alaska have not provided needed information and 

a~.rtdely perceived as not having vigorously tried to do so. 

Harvest by Natives 

Harvest of geese by nor-thern natives is an impor-tant, traditional 

activity. Kills of 40-60 geese {up to 130+) per hunter are common (Klein 

1966, Boyd 1977, Prevett et al. 1983). Biologists studying geese on the 

Y-K Delta have witnessed large-scale shooting when geese arrive in 

spring, flushing geese with snow-machines in order to drive them to 

hunters, shooting geese on nests, taking of eggs, and shooting or capture 

Of geese With brOOdS. ItVOfte·COfttemplateS a direct ~elatiOnSh1p, hOweVer 

·····smatr;:·bet"M!f!rr·the-· inc;reased. .. human population. of the Y-K Delta and the1 r 

'greater. mObi-lity' and technology· irt. 'recent years' With harvest levels 

report't!d~by:'iieifi' rl966j':t""or t~ eaTly l96o•s., one has no trouble 1n 
~- - .. " • <• • • r • ~- • • :.0 

predicting d1saster for the geese. However, we do not have comparable 

data. Direct observations reveal that harvest continues. Fo~ example, 

··EUenbauif (19rrr observed one· pa-rty of hunters who collected 657 eggs 

·-am1 ;,1 geese· tn· a 10 hour- period: hunters were frequently encountered 

when·geesa were·I!IOTt1ng and' 10 hunters had killed 215 flightless brant; 

1~7 J)ftr-eent-of 207'ru~wTy banded goslings were killed within 10 days and 4. 

·~aa fr• tht time and locatiorr at which they were or1g1nally captured. 

-~·)ffcre.;spreacr are,·these activities ·and what 1s their impact on 

~-population levels? Why do we not know the answers to these questions? , 

Pacific Flyway Council Actions. - Minutes of the Technical Committee 

and Council meetings of the Pacific Flyway reveal that concern over goose 

populations has long been expressed. but that major declines occurred 
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before formal actions were recommended (Table 8; compare to Fig. 1). The 

issue of spring harvest had a long incubation period from concern (1974) 

to formal Technical Section recommendations (1978) to endorsement by 

Council (1983). But, Flyway representatives can only recommend; only the 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADFG), USFWS, and native hunters can 

take direct action to provide information and limit harvest. 

Alaska Fish and Game Actions. -Despite the facts that ADFG created 

a special Division of Subsistence in recognition of the importance of 

this activity for rural residents (Kelso 1982) and that some of their own 

biologists called attention to problems with geese (cf. Timm and Dau 

1979, Table 8), I am not aware of any direct effort by ADFG to assess 

harvest of geese by natives. This issue is complicated by political 

divisions of responsibility and land holdings in Alaska. Ultimate 

responsibility for migratory birds rests with the USFWS and, as part of 

the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) of 1980, 20 

million acres of the Y-K Delta were made into a National Wildlife Refuge. 

The apparent view that geese are ufederal animals" has not done the geese 

any good - nor the people who use them. 

renrtss.,..fn ful1"1111ng- t'ts responsibilities. when fac:ed with knowledge of

the"- raptct i:t'lsappearanc:e or geese·tmportant to thetr c:onstituenc:y.r 

USFWS Actions. - In ANILCA, Congress explicitly declared its policy 

was to support continuation of subsistence uses of fish and wildlife on 

public lands of Alaska consistent with sound management principles and 

conservation of healthy populations~ fish and wildlife. The law also 

mandated the Secretary of the Interior to undertake research on fish and 

wildlife and subsistence uses. 
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/ The USFWS initiated a study of waterfowl harvest by Y-K Delta 

nathes in 1980. Responsibility for' design and conduct of the program .. 

·was assigned to staff of the Yukon Delta NWR (YKNWR). The study involved 

inten1ews of consenting native hunter'S in a sample of villages on . 

numbers an4 kinds .of waterfowl taken between April 1-June 30. The USFWS· 

contracted wttn the, untversit,y of California. Davis {UCD) in 1981 to 

provide assistan~ in organization and analysis of data already collected· 

and to mak!-· recommendations. This an~tlys1s revealed many weaknesses in 

sel.e~:"'Jo~. a.oci, t.ra..1nin~ of~- interv,i e..,ers.. and sampling procedures (Copp and, 

Snritll'.t981}. The progf"'am continued with few changes in 1982 and 1983 and 

the aast:·1"eeent-- analysis ( Copp and Garrett 1983) revea 1 ed the same 

. problems. remained, a deterioration in quality of data, differences 

betift!e~: tiarvert abse.rveet~ anl:f reportet:l, anct problems with ictent1ficat1on • 

·of.repo.rtingCrla-subs.pecles:-or·canaa geese •.. Copp and Garrett (1983) 

concTudf!c:tthat·tnis.. progranf ts unlikely to meet its objective and they 

~ provfdect. several specfffc reccnmendations for improvement. 

To assist education and communication between native peoples and 

agencies, the YKNWR employs a Delta resident as Native Liason Officer. 

His efforts were vital to explaining refuge programs and facilitating 

cooperation (cf. Copp and Smith 1981). The refuge also employs native 

people in both permanent and temporary staff positions. In 1982, an 

information officer joined the staff at the refuge. The USFWS has 

sponsored visits by native representatives to California and invited them 

to meetings. 

Gath.tr!ing'of biological data on geese of the Y-K Delta has followed 

an erratic course. Studies in place through 1979 were ended for 1980 and 
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new proposals were denied or discouraged.' Expansion of refuge programs 

began in 1981 and a contract was made with UCO to provide assistance and 

recommendations (e.g., Anonymous 1981, Aldrich and Byrd 1981, Aldrich et 

al. 1981}. An expanded refuge biological program was carried out in 1982 

and 1983 which has provided a great deal of new information on the status 

and biology of geese (e.g., Byrd et al. 1982, Butler 1983, Garrett 1983}. 

This program is heavily dependent on temporary staff and volunteers. The 

role of research staff of USFWS has been limited to one field study of 

the status and biology of emperor geese in 1982 and 1983 (Petersen 1982, 

1983) with additional support for the UCO field study in 1983. 

Refuge programs have been severely hampered by instability in staff 

tenure and lack of continuity. Since 1976, YKNWR has had significant 

portions of time in at least two years without a manager, three different 

managers, and a fourth will be assuming duties in 1984. Similar 

instability occurred with assistant managers and biologists. This is a 

deplorable situation for a 20 million acre refuge encompassing the most 

valuable nesting grounds of geese in the U.S. 

Minutes of Pacific Flyway meetings reveal a difference between 

desires and reality of USFWS programs with respect to subsistence 

harvest. In March 1979, the USFWS suggested that the problem may be 

solved with the U.S.-Soviet Treaty recognizing the need for regulated 

subsistence hunting and the protocol agreement between the U.S. and 

Canada. In 1980, the USFWS reported that they were giving the 

subsistence hunting issue high priority and launching a major effort .to 

educate natives to the problems and to reduce take of geese on the Y-K 

Delta. 
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Persons of good intentions may disagree on interpretation. I submit 

the USFWS effort was neither major nor of high priority. I believe the 

geese would agree with me. 

Native Actions - The people of the Y-K Delta are aware and concerned 

that there are many fewer geese. The Pa"cffic· Flyway Council was assured 

at 1979 and 1980 meetings that• natives would reduce their harvest. 

Nat.tveS: reported to the Flyway in 1981 that they undertook efforts to 

ur~ voluntar,y restraint of harvest on cackling and white-fronted geese. 

·Notices were sent to villages expressing concem about brant and taking 

of their---eggs. 

·s:tnctt-''thereo~·are no adequate baseline data, one cannot evaluate 

wnetrrer-:ot"': not vo l unta.ry ac.t.1 ons were effective at the vi 11 age t eve 1 • As 

·witiJ- Cl.tffornta.~. even ft harvest IJY ·nat1Yes was reduced substantially •... · 

'the popitlation!:-;,:; 5ct-1oW:ihat-:i·inpacts 'of' r't!dueecl' harvest may be more .. 

harmfuT-tna·ri."iii t~--~recertt ·past-.... Oespite:· assurances provided the Flyway 

Counc.U.- the~: are:~·indic&tions .. of increased harvest activity in at least 

some 'local areas (j,e,.sonal observations: 'Garrett 1983}. . 

Sport Hunter Actions. - The California Waterfowl Association (CWA) 

and Waterfowl Habitat Owner's Alliance (WHOA) represent the interests of 

organized California hunters. Their executives have been active 

participants at Flyway and other meetings and a CWA representative 

visited Alaska in 1979 where he was assured that harvest by natives would 

be reduced to match reductions in California. Frustrated by the lack of 

meaningful data on harvest in spring-summer and the continuing decline of 

goose populations despite large-scale reduction of hunting in California, 

CWA has admonished the Pacific Flyway Council and USFWS for avoiding the 
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issue and threatened legal actions to require enforcement of the 

Migratory Bird Treaty. Sharing responsibility is the cornerstone of the 

Flyway concept. 

Recent Agreements. - In recognition of problems with goose 

populations, the Association of Village Council Presidents {AVCP} of the 

Y-K Delta formed a Waterfowl Conservation Committee (WCC) in August 1983. 

During autumn-winter of 1983-84. a series of meetings of the WCC-AVCP 

with representatives of ADFG, USFWS, CDFG, CWA and WHOA resulted in 

agreements by the AVCP to stop hunting of cackling geese and to restrict 

harvest of white-fronted geese and brant to time periods before 

egg-laying and after resumption of flight in 1984. In exchange, sport 

hunting of cackling geese would be closed and regulations sought that 

would reduce kill of white-fronted geese and brant by about 50 percent 

(already accomplished in California for brant for 1983). As a result of 

these meetings, California enacted an emergency closure of Canada goose 

hunting for the last 12 days of their 1983-84 season. 

These meetings represent a positive development in communication and 

education for all organizations. Tll&~--pe-;.or-goose was. however. 

~neg.tected fn· ·these ·negot"1at1ons. · If. natfves direct their hunting to 

em~ gees•t~ replace harvest of· other geese. this species is likely 

·to·suffer dramatic declines beyond that already occurring .. 

Cultural Differences 

A major difficulty in obtaining data on harvest in Alaska and in 

effective communication is a result of cultural differences between 

natives and sport hunters. Misunderstandings contribute to suspicion and 
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hamper development of effective programs. 

Hunting: Needs ~Methods. - Sport hunters hdve difficulty 

understanding the value of hunting to native peoples. Subsistence is 

equated to primitive, inefficient methods. Modern technology coupled 

with harvest of numbers of animals per hunter far in excess of what a 

sportsman can take conjure up images of unnecessary slaughter; the taking 

of eggs and killing of adults on nests or with dependent off-spring are 

considered not only detrimental, but immoral. 

These attitudes conflict with the reality of Eskimo life, especially 

the view that the land and its wildlife is their "grocery store." 

Technology makes hunting easier, as it has for sport hunters. Although 

social and economic change is occurring rapidly, wildlife continues to 

provide essential economic, and cultural benefits to natives (Kelso 

1982). Traditions which allowed survival over millenia will not change 

quickly; e.g., people must kill animals to live and the animals know this 

and their death is not permanent (cf. Nelson 1980:50, 69, 100, 171). 

Hunting is life and identity as an Eskimo (Nelson 1973:288, 311; Nelson 

1980:50, 97, 172). Taking food for granted and emotional attachment to 

animals are luxuries afforded onl~ by those who do not gather their own 

food; as in any society, a highly successful provider gains power and 

respect (cf. Nelson 1980:9, 34, 52, 60}. An abundant harvest is commonly 

shared not only with immediate family but with others (Nelson 1980:60, 

141; Kelso 1982}. Although waterfowl are secondary to other game, they 

provide important variation in diet and, at times {at least in recent 

memory), an essential supplement arriving at just the right time (Klein 

1966, Nelson 1969:154-158}. When a non-native thinks it is easy for a 
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native to substitute foods of another culture, he should ponder how 

easily he could accept the natives' foods and methods of preparation 

(Nelson 1969:158). Appreciation of the meaning of culture may then 

fall ow. 

Sensitivity to the importance of hunting, howevert should not stifle 

recognition of dwindling resources. While the behavior of people in 

rural, indigenous societies is now commonly recognized as the outcome of 

adaptations to natural environments (Kelso 1982), it is naive and 

destr,ctive to ignore the impacts of expanding human populations and 

technology. Sympathy with the past should not obscure realistic 

evaluation of changes. A decrease in knowledge of wildlife and skills in 

hunting and traditional survival abilities by young natives has long been 

obvious (cf. Nelson 1969:383). Many hunts have taken on a sport 

character when one considers the cost of machines and fuel and amazing 

waste of costly ammunition in relation to some harvests {personal 

observations; see also Macauley and Boag 1974). Failure to deal with 

these issues will result in collapse of the resource bases which form the 

goal of subsistence policy to maintain productivity for human use. 

Some observers have cautioned against overemphasis on harvest as 

this may lead to misleading characterization of ecosystem dynamics {Ke·1so 

1982) such as confusion of correlation with cause and effect and 

negligence in recognizing other potential causitive factors {Copp and 

Garrett 1983). These concerns are legitimate and caution is wise as a 

principle. However, in this case, they have far less basis for concern 

than that on harvest. Thi~f'"i~t'ema1ns· that·· it ts only the nar-vest that 

~~Arcan-·control in·the short term. 
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Native hunters have difficulty understanding the value of hunting to 

sport hunters who are considered wealthy and do not need to hunt. 

Commercial exploitation is suspected, as easily witnessed by the ubiquity 

of goose-down clothing. 

These attitudes also conflict with reality as they fail to respect 

intense. emotional relationships that tie sport hunters to wildlife. 

Native and sport hunters share many traits and rewards (Copp 1975, 1979). 

Native hunters need to recognize that licenses, fees and special taxes 

paid by sport hunters support acquisition and management of habitat and 

studies of the status of waterfowl. Approximately 69 percent of the 

remaining wetland habitat in California is maintained by private owners 

to provide waterfowl hunting {Gilmer et al. 1982). Without hunting, most 

of that land would be converted to agricultural uses. Since 1970, the 

numbers of waterfowl hunters in California have declined 44 percent from 

189,000 to 107,000 which represents a major loss of reyenue and support 

for waterfowl programs. The staff of the Waterfowl Section of CDFG has 

dwindled from 12 to five at a time when we need them more than ever. 

The commonly expressed concern about commercial exploitation 

illustrates how far we have to go in providing meaningful education in 

the native community. It is, of course, not true, but that fact will not 

help until native peoples understand that. 

Legality. - The fact that spring hunting violates the Migratory 

Bird Treaty with Canada hampers data collection and working together. 

The treaty is a classic example of a law made by groups remote from, and 

without consultation with, all people affected. Native hunters had no 

choice Qut to consider a law affecting their ability and right to gather 
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food as an intrusion or irrelevant. Such a law is a failure because it 

compells illegal activity {Kelso 1982), is politically unenforceable in 

the north (Boyd 1977). and fails to recognize spring-summer harvest as a 

necessary component to rational managemeat. 

The obvious long-term solution is to proceed with modification of 

the Migratory Bird Treaty with Canada. There are serious concerns over 

wording of the treaty amendment (cf. Copp 1981) that need to be 

addressed, but it has been more than four years since the process began. 

The costs of the delay are serious; we do not have a legal foundation for 

acquiring data and formulating management policy. The problem is 

obvious. A short-term solution is needed to help goose populations long 

before a long-term solution can be effective. 

Recommendations 

Educational Needs. - Native people must understand that they share 

responsibility with other groups for the welfare of migratory bird 

populations. The issues are far more complex than that of gathering and 

presenting data as they involve special problems in communication, 

beliefs, trust, and politics. Resource agency personnel generally have 

little or no formal training or expertise in these matters. Educational 

materials should be designed by experts who understand native culture, 

human psychology. and effective use of communication media in cooperation 

with native representatives. 

Sport hunters need to recognize that they share responsbility for 

depleted goose populations and that their views of native life are often 

ill-informed. Agencies have been painfully slow to provide in-depth 

analyses of data on population and harvest statistics. reticent about 
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suggesting that sport harvest can be a problem, and relatively inactive 

in communicating concerns through their own or public information 

channels. The seriousness of the decline of the geese warrants a greater 

effort. 

~Gathering -·Attempts to survey harvest. by native~ have provided. 

some benefft~ and 1ns1ghts, but have been a failure 1n terms of the major 

goal. The USFWS must either devote the money and expertise needed to 

upgrade the effort or consider alternative programs. Interview research 

must be designed and conducted by experts in this type of study and by 

those who understand the social dynamics of native peoples. Biologists 

and managers know what kind of information is needed but, regardless of 

dedication and intelligence, they are ill-prepared to conduct this type 

of research. Copp and Garrett (1983) provided a detailed critique of the 

program and recommendations for improvement that should be implemented. 

Regardless of the fate of the harvest-survey study, there are many 

other more indirect studies which could provide needed insights and be of 

value in assisting understanding by natives of their impact on wildlife. 

Examples include the effect of human disturbance on nest success, 

distribution and success of geese in relation to distribution of human 

activity, the impact of harvest by age-sex class and time of year (eggs, 

goslings, adults, summer and winter), and the role of waterfowl in the 

present economy of natives. 

The recently expanded refuge biological data gathering program 

represents a positive response to needs for information. These data are 

vital to providing the baseline upon which to measure future responses of 

populations to management actions. Continuity in methods, and direction 
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is vital and the program could be usefully assisted by more support, as 

could the involvement of the researcry branch. 

· Organizational~· -The Pacific Flyway in general, and these 

geese in particular, have been relatively neglected. The complexity of 

the problem has exceeded the ability of agencies to deal with it as 

add-on responsibilities to already over-loaded personnel. Tasks have 

been assigned to personnel who do not have the experience, training, 

authority, or resources needed to effectively complete them, thus placing 

them in an untenable position. Team-approach and use of expertise beyond 

that available in-house have not been effectively employed. Methods of 

selection of personnel compatible with living and working conditions and 

needs on the Y-K Delta should receive special attention. 

An individual, or committee, needs the freedom and authority to 

devote full-time to the total complex of problems in order to provide 

continuity and coordination. Redirection of personnel and money is 

needed. lt"mrlU-membersMp-- ta-sk force. 1nc.lud1 ng ·native representatives 

could prov1de oversight simila~ to that developed for endangered specie$ 

N!C'OYttf"';Y' teams. , The- pataTTel~is not ~~~~~ loosely; extension of 

popu,latton declines illustrated 1n F1g. 1 forecast threatened or rare 

c.ategQr1zat1on. fn Tess. t1ne 1n the future than 1t has taken us to • 

generallr IIC.knowledgEJ anc:t publicize the problem. Perhaps a National 

Academy of Sciences panel should be convened to make recommendations. 

The alternatives to immediate, effective action are unpleasant. 

Legal actions could increase suspicion and hostility and promote a 

situation where resources are damaged even further in a power struggle. 

Yet, lack of effective action leaves no alternative to legal recourse. 
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The losers are the geese - and the people who cherish them for whatever 

reason. An entire generation of hunters has begun to pay the price for 

the past lack of effective action; they will be paying a heavier price 

for the next 10-20 years even if we take effective action now. Such 

depleted populations will certainly not foster the maintenance of 

traditional ties with land by natives or the opportunity to renew those 

ties by sport hunters. 

SUMMARY 

Numbers of geese nesting on tne Yukon-Kuskokwim (Y-K) Delta, Alaska 

have declined even though harvest in winter is insignificant (brant, 

emperor goose) or curtailed by as much as 59-65 percent (Pacific 

white-fronted goose, cackling Canada goose, respectively). Autumn 

inventories indicate alarming decreases of 85 percent of Pacific 

whitefronts from 450,000 to < 100,000 and of cackling geese from 350,000 

to < 50,000. Numbers of geese nesting elsewhere in Alaska have increased 

(Taverner•s, lesser and Aleutian Canada geese, tule and mid-continent 

white-fronted geese). Tule white-fronted geese and Aleutian Canada geese 

occupy large portions of the winter range in California used by Pacific 

whitefronts and Cackling geese. Restrictive hunting regulations should 

have benefitted all these populations • 

..,.1tlfr1mplteatfan 'is tti'at~fmpacts- of hUman' activity on geese of the 

Y~ Dlttta· ·at"e excess he·• anct combined with harvest in California, are 

near· catastroph1 c.. 1fifs.-n:-eCit'retated with a 42 percent increase in the 

codtat~·pop.ulatiorr of Yupic· Eskimo$ sine~ 1960. who now hunt more · 

efficiently wfth modern means of travel. 1 
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The remoteness and size of the Y-K Delta, the fact that 

spring-summer hunting of waterfowl violates the Migratory Bird Treaty 

with Canada, and cultural differences between native and non-native 

groups result in great difficulty in gathering pertinent data, 

recognition of resource problems, and working effectively for solutions. 

Native hunters consider a law interfering with their right and ability to 

gather food as an unwelcome intrusion or not applicable. Opponents argue 

that such needs have been abrogated by changes in law and life-style and 

threaten legal action to require enforcement of the Migratory ~ird 

Treaty. Both groups frequently exhibit a lack of understanding of the 

needs of each other and the necessity of working together for mutual 

interests. 

In the long term, modification of the Migratory Bird Treaty is 

needed to allow for regulated, legal harvest of birds and eggs in spring. 

This eventuality. however, seems years away. Effective action is needed 

now. Agencies responsible for protection of migratory bird resources 

have not devoted sufficient attention to these problems. Better 

organization, addition and/or redirection of personnel and money is 

needed. Specific needs include more intensive and extensive efforts to 

involve native groups at every level of increased data gathering and 

analysis, problem recognition and solving, and education. These programs 

need an identifiable and responsible authority and the assistance of 

experts in fields outside those normally represented in resource agencies 

(e.g., social scientists, modelers, media consultants). 

Lack of immediate, effective action will likely lead to further 

polariz~tion of viewpoints via political and legal confrontation while 
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resources continue to suffer. Such depleted populations negate the goal 

of maintenance of traditional ties of natives to wildlife and the 

opportunity to renew those ties by sport hunters. 
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Figure Legend 

Figure 1. Peak numbers of white-fronted and cackling Canada geese 

recorded during aerial inventories in autumn at Tulelake and Lower 

Klamath National Wildlife Refuges. Data are expressed as three-year 

moving averages which smooth out year-to-year fluctuations caused by a 

variety of factors (e.g., poor weather conditions during surveys). Some 

values expressed in O'Neill (1979) from the same areas were peak numbers 

from each refuge from different dates. As geese readily move between 

these two refuges, some of O'Neill's figures are probable overestimates. 

The annual peak estimates used for this figure are listed in the 

appendix. 
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Table 1. Status of most goose populations nesting in Alaska. 

Population 

Cackling Canada goose 

Pactftc Flyway white-fronted goose 

Black brant 

Emperor goose 

Aleutian Canada goose 

Tule white-fronted goose 

Taverner's and lesser Canada geese 

Mid-continent whtte-fronted goose 

Prtmary 

Nesttng Rangea 

Outer Y-K Delta 

Outer Y-K Delta 

Outer Y-K Oe lta 

Outer Y-K Delta 

Aleutian Islands, 
Alaska 

Cook Inlet, AK 

Inner Y-K Oelta, 
Intertor and 
Northern Alaska 

Interior and 
Northern Alaska; 
Western Canadt a.n 
Arctic 

asee Bellrose 1976 for summary, and references in text. 
bsee text. 

Primary 

Winter Rangea 

Cal Hornia 

California 

Mexico 

Aleutian Islands, 
Alaska 

Ca 1 i fornta 

California 

Washington 
and Oregon 

Texas and 
Mexico 

Recent Statusb 

Declining, > 851 

OecJtning, > 851 

DecJtningb 

Declining, l. 341 

Increasing > 2401 

Increasing > 150% 

Increasing (471 
in Oregon) 

Increasing (ca. 
3801) 

,. 
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Table 2. Oai1y bag and possession limits for dark geese (whitefronts and Canada geese singly or tn 

combination) in California. 

Year Area of Statea 

Before 1978 Hortheasternb 

Balance of state 

1979 Northeasternb 

Balance of state 

1980-83 Northeastern 

Balance of state 

Season lengtt, 

Mid Oct.-mid Jan. 

3rd weekend of Oct. thru 
3rd weekend of Jan. 

Oct. 27-Jan. 13 

Oct. 20-Jan. 20 

M1d-Oct.-m1d Jan. 

1st week of Nov. -
3rd week of Jan. 

alarge portions of state closed to hunting of Canada geese - see text. 

bprimary concentration area is the Klamath Basin. 

Daily Possession 

bag 

3 

3 

2 

1 

limit 

6 

6 

4 

1 

1 2 
for first 14 days 

2 2 

for balance of season 
2 4 

in 1980 

2 2 
in 1981-83 

Cfor this report. refers to other locations in which cackling and white-fronted gees~ concentrate. 

,. 
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Table 3. Estimates of harvest of goose Cell species) and numbers of bunters In Cellfurnle (K 1000). 

Harvest Estlmates8 Kill Per Huntere 

Time Period 

197D-1974 

1975-1978 

1979-1982 

Stetlstlcel 
testing 

l97o-74 vs. 
1975-78 

1975-78 vs. 
1979-62 

197D-74 vs. 
1974-82 

Stete 

349.1 .!. 14. 5d 

(296.7- 377.7)8 

243.0.!. 24.7 
(188.6 - 297 .o, 

115.6 .!. 8.o 
(100.2 - 137.8) 

.t • 1. 90, !. < o.o1 

.t • 4.90,!. < o.o1 

-1os 

-52J 

-67J 

federal 

240.5.!. 26.7 

c 173.3- 331.2) 

1n. 1.!. 25.2 
(112.9 - 235.4) 

80.6.!. 11.4 
153.2 - 108.8) 

t • 1.78,!.. 0.12 

t • 3 • .:n,!. < o.oo2 

No. of buntersb 

161.8.!. 8.4 

(144.6 - 168.9) 

1}2.8.!. 4.2 
1124. I - 10.}) 

I 13. 3 .!, 3. 6 

(107.2 - 122.8) 

1970-74 vs. 1975-78 

.t. 2.85, ~. 0.05 

1975-78 vs. 1979-82 

t • 3.53. !. < o.o2 

Stete 

2.17!. 0.09 

c 1.95 - 2.42) 

1.82 .!. 0.15 
ct.52- 2.20, 

1.02!. o.os 
10.93 - 1.27) 

t • 2.12, !. • o.o1 

t • 4.78, !. < o.oot 

Magnitude of Changes Among Time Periods 

-28S -18J -16J 

-54J -15S -44J 

-67J -30J 
_,, 

federal 

1.48 .!. 0.66 

(1.16- 1.75) 

I.JO + 0.11 
10.91 - 1.74) 

o. 71 .!. 0.10 
(0.50- 1.00) 

.t. 0.89, !. < 0.4 

.t • 2.94,!. < o.o5 

-12S 

-45J 

-52J 

8 State from Calif. Dept. flsb end ~me 11983); federal from u.s. Fish end Wildt. Serv. ennuel reports on waterfowl harvest end 
hunter 8ctlvlty. 

bfrom sales of migratory bird huntlnq and conservation stamps. 
cH8rvest 7 no. of hunters. 

dMean + standllrd error of moen. 
0Ren;. 

•· 
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Table 4. Harvest of cackling Canada geese on state and federal waterfowl 

Time 
period 

1970-74 

1975-82 

1970~78 

1979-82 

management areas in Californiaa. 

Location 

Central Valley 

Central Valley 

Klamath Basin 

Klamath Basin 

2038 + 276 
(1507 ... 3076) 

456 + 121 

(148 - 1183) 

2596 + 330 

{1580 - 3250) 

1280 + 199 -
(960 - 1790) 

Statistic 

! .. 6.02, 
p < 0.001 

! :z 2.55, 
p < 0.05 

aFrom data compiled by Pacific Flyway Repre~ontative (1983). 

bx + S.E. (Range). 

Change 

-78~ 

-51~ 



Table 5. Estimated reduction of harvest of cackling geese in California in 

1n response to hunt season restrictions. 

Time Proportionate harvest in: Total 

period Klamath Basin Central Valley harvest Change 

sob sob 100 

1975-78c 50 61 

1979-Sz:l 35 -65% 

aeefore restrictions of recent years. 

boistribution of harvest based on band recoveries (Nelson and Hansen 
1959). 

'Area closures in Central Valley reduced harvest by 78 percent (from 
Table 3; 50 X 0.78 a 39; 50- 39 a 11). 

dRestrictions in Klamath Basin reduced harvest by 51 percent ~from 

Table 3; 50 x 0.51 • 25.5; 50 - 25.5 • 24. 



.. 

Table 6. Harvest of white-fronted geese on state and federal waterfowl 

T1me 
period 

1970-78' 

1979-8zd 

1970"-78' 

1979-82d 

management areas in Californiaa. 

Location 

Klamath Basin 9,804 .:. 856 
(7,270- 14,930) 

Klamath Basin 3,350 .:. 497 
(2,190 - 4,520) 

Centra 1 Va 11 ey 1 t 306 .:. 160 
(543 - 2,005) 

Central Valley 622 + 110 

(311 - 793) 

Statistic 

t :: 4.867, 
p < 0.0001 

t :I 2.673 
p < 0.05 

aFrom data com~iled by Pa~ific Flyway Representatives (1983). 

b~.:. S.E. (Range). 

csefore restrictions of recent years. 

Change 

-661. 

-52~ 

dArea closures in 1979-80 and 1980-81 and bag limit and season length 
restrictions (see text and Table 2). 
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Table 7. Estimated reduction of harvest of white-fronted geese in 

California in response to hunt season restrictions. 

Time 

period 

1970-78a 

1979-82 

Proportionate harvest in: 

Klamath Basin 

lZC 

Balance of 
State 

aaefore recent restrictions. 

Total 
harvest 

100 

43 

Change 

boistribution of harvest based on recoveries of geese banded in Alaska 
(data in Pacific Flyway Representative 1983). White-fronted geese were 
included in the Central Valley area closures of hunting for Canada geese 
in 1979 and 1980 but not in other years. 

CRestrictions in Klamath Basin reduced harvest by 66 percent (from 
Table 5; 35 x 0.66 • 23; 35 • 23 • 12). 

dRestrictions in the rest of the state away from the Klamath Basin 
reduced harvest by 52 percent based on data from Central Valley management 
areas (from Table 5; 65 x 0.52 • 34; 65-34 • 31). 

I' 
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Table s. Consideration of problems and recommendations of the Technical CcmmiTT .. and 

Council of 1'1111 Pacific Flyway with respect to wnlfe-fronfed and cackling geese. 

Year Ac1'lons by Peclflc Flyway Teennlcal CommiTTee <TCl and Council <Cl 

197• TC • AX thought harvest of white-fronted geese (WFGl excessive. 

1976 TC • AK recommended additional research on WFG. 

1977 TC- AK repo~ed on policies wl1'h respect to spring hunting of waterfowl. 

1978 TC - recCI'IIIIIInded resoluTion 1'o r.,ques1' usrws snd AK seeK cooperation ot Y-K Oelta 

reslden1's 1'o retrain fro. faking snow, cackling <CGl, WFG geese and brant (8) In 

recognition ot their dlmlnlshod numbers and actions by states to decrease harvest 

on thllse geese; C • deferred acT !on. 

1979 TC -briefing on pro1'ocol wiTh Canada with respect 1'o subsistence hun1'!ng; C ~ 

opposed regulaTions which would legalize subsistence harvest of waterfowl In excess 

of eurrerrr levels until lllll)llcts are defernln«<; TC -proposed additional 

restrictions tor hunTing# addiTional aerial Inventories snd recommended work with 

AK to reduce harvesT of B , CG, and WFG on Y-1< Delta; C -accepted rec:OIImendaflol!s 

tor spor1' hunTing rntrlctlons and discussed, but did not act on, subsistence 

Issue. 

1980 TC • recOIIII!Illnded yet odd ITional c:OOI"d I nated I nvenTorl• of ge•e over a broede~ 

area and ful"'1'her discussed subsistence Issue; C • accepTed Inventory 

recC~~nenda T I on. 

1981 TC - tonned a C/WFG subcCIIIIIIITT" and recamaended 6 addiTional raseardl programs 

Including IIIIMSur-nT of harvesT on Y-K Delta; C - adopted recommendaTions. 

1982 TC • rec01111111tnded eddl1'1onal reseerch on CG; C • action not reQuired. 

1983 TC • recommended spec! t lc research and JMnegemenT progroms and two resolutIons: 

al an urgent ef fol""'' 1'o eva I uefe the USF"WS subs I sfenc:e survey and 1'o use expel""'' 1 se 

of social scienTisTs to assure effective data gathering; bl hunTers ot The Y-K 

O.ITa, 1'1111 USFWS and AX fake ac:1' Ions necessary to sl gn It I cant I y reduce take of CG 

and WFG; C - adopted both resol ut lon!l. 

" ' 


